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I welcome you to Ronchess Global Resources PLC where value creation, quality and exceptional delivery of innovative solutions in modern infrastructure development, are at the heart of our everyday business operations.

The construction industry in Nigeria has evolved over the years as a result of the huge infrastructure development opportunities and growth in her long-term infrastructure markets, and I am delighted to inform you that Ronchess as a leading indigenous engineering and construction company, has been playing a strategic role in transforming the industry and the communities we serve. We have successfully designed, constructed, and maintained integrated roads and large complex structures across the country that strengthen everyday activities of the people and enhance economic development, using our innovative approach, techniques, and the strategic efforts of our professionals.

Our performance and project turnaround time over the years have been very impressive; and we stand by the trust and loyalty of our clients – they have stayed with us through thick and thin and we have been able to reward their loyalty

From the CEO
with the level of uniqueness and excellence deliverables we bring to bear on all our “delivery ahead of time and within budget” project implementation.

We invest heavily and continuously in our people, bringing them up to speed on emerging innovations, collaborative technology, and project management skills in the built environment, which is evident in the way we have evolved to be a leading indigenous firm in the industry. Our team of local and international professional have the requisite skills to design and construct integrated and complex infrastructure projects of far-reaching effect.

As the construction industry is one of the principal users of natural resources, Ronchess is socially responsible with a sustainable business approach. Our sustainability strategy, in alignment with the Sustainable Development Goals, takes into cognizance our overall ambition to support the cause for a better and cleaner environment. We take social and environmental responsibility very seriously in our day-to-day affairs, and as one of our value-add to the people we serve and the communities we operate in. Our approach to business supports causes geared towards improving the environment locally and globally.

Why Us – because we do what we say and say what we do – creating values that bring our clients the best of satisfaction. For all your infrastructure development needs, Ronchess is your go-to partner and not the one-off partner, perhaps, we will be there when you need us, to proffer the best-in-class solutions with industry leading and best practices.

Our promise to our stakeholders is to ensure timely project delivery on zero liability with the right profitability.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to serve you better.

Best regards

Jackson Ukuevo (MD/CEO)
Ronchess Global Resources PLC is a leading internationally affiliated Nigerian engineering and construction company, incorporated to proffer solutions to the infrastructure needs of the country. Ronchess’ core competence and specialty cut across planning, design, construction and maintenance of commercial and municipal buildings, road and civil works, modern bus shelters, view fences and bridges; supply, installation and maintenance of world-class road traffic management solutions and innovative traffic control devices; as well as services in the procurement of industrial materials and heavy-duty equipment & machinery.

We pride ourselves on the strength and technical capabilities of our team to transform the infrastructure development and maintenance industry. With the collaborative effort of our experts comprising infrastructure planners, engineers, project supervisors, facilities managers, industry consultants and builders, we are proffering value adding and sustainable solutions to the needs of the present with the aim of addressing future challenges. Our project delivery team has garnered local and international technical expertise for the delivery of tailor-made solutions suited to the unique needs and budget of our clients.
At Ronchess, our problem-solving approach is simple. At all times, we aim to take our clients beyond satisfaction level by offering a range of value-adding services with industry leading methodologies that specifically address their needs at every stage of projects - from planning to design and to execution. We deliver projects ahead of schedule and under budget.

Our project delivery teams on every location maintain a strong foundation of trust and mutual respect generated through positive relationships with clients, experts and subcontractors.

Over the years, our project executives and partners have accumulated significant experience in the art of understanding the unique needs of our clients and proffering bespoke solutions, developing feasible project plans, mobilizing the necessary and relevant resources from around the globe, as well as executing projects according to predetermined objectives.

Ronchess’ project delivering approach is based on value-adding collaborations, strategic partnerships and alliances, principled sub-contractor administration and management, effective cost control, low overhead, and most importantly, efficient quality control methodologies. We conduct our affairs and business with the utmost fairness and integrity, providing the highest value expected via exceptional service delivery to our clients and partners with very high corporate standards.

Our reasons for this commitment are not far-fetched. We believe our works and services touch lives and communities in many positive ways; hence we embrace the responsibility to always do what is in the best interests of our clients and the development of the communities where we work.
Our Vision
Our vision is to be Nigeria’s preferred resource hub for infrastructure design, development, maintenance, and delivery of innovative solutions for excellence.

Our Mission
Our mission is to be a socially responsible one stop shop for research based development, innovation, and delivery of relevant and cost effective solutions tailored to our clients’ needs; using international standards and best practices.

Our Values

Partnership
We work seamlessly with collective efforts to deliver value without compromise to our clients.

Innovation
We research for new ways to deliver value to our clients using the best industry technology.

Quality
We deliver results with the end in mind. Our focus is on quality output at all stages of project implementation.

Integrity
We are open and transparent in our communication to clients and the general public.

Service
We are open to be of service and deliver value to our clients and the community we conduct our business.

Consistency
We strive for excellence and consistency in our value and brand projection.
Our Approach

At Ronchess PLC, we conduct our affairs ethically with the utmost integrity. The art of contributing to economic well-being, providing what is important to our employees and partners through fairness, equality, diversity and opportunity, encouraging environmental stewardship and partnering for safe and healthy communities, are the ways we practice our corporate responsibility and standard.

Our reasons for this approach are hinged on the need to touch lives positively through our business, while ultimately, doing what is in the best interest of our customers, employees, shareholders and communities.

We have a responsibility to:

- Deliver value to our customers
- Create opportunities for our employees
- Generate greater rewards for our shareholders
- Contribute to the growth/development of the communities where we do business
- Integrate respect for the environment into our business growth strategies and practices

Our organizational and strategic approach to corporate responsibility and sustainability is reflected in our values, codes of conduct, governance structure, policies, engagement activities and affiliations.
Our Services

- Construction
- Traffic Solutions
- Industrial Material & Equipment Procurement
We provide a complete range of services classified under the following areas:

CONSTRUCTION

Whether it is restoration, site preparation, a new facility or renovation, we provide the highest quality of services in construction planning, design and execution. We deliver the right value on schedule and within budget using industry best practices in project execution and delivery. Ronchess has the highest level of expertise in construction projects such as Public and Commercial Buildings, Road and Civil Works, view fence, modern Bus Shelters and bridges.

From planning, to design and to construction, our approach takes into consideration total quality control of our processes. Building a world-class infrastructure requires a total collaboration of industry experts. Our planners, engineers, analysts, project supervisors, facilities managers and builders, work seamlessly and collaboratively to ensure our clients are receiving the best Ronchess services.

TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS

Our services encompass design and installation of all kinds of road marking (using the most modern machines and materials), supply and installation of Traffic Light and Traffic Controllers, supply and installation of innovative traffic control devices such as Road Studs, Speed Bumps and Humps, Road Signs, Rumble Strips, etc. We also provide consultancy and training services in Traffic Management, Drivers’ Education and Road Safety.

INDUSTRIAL MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT PROCUREMENT

Getting industrial materials and equipment can prove to be very difficult at times. This is why Ronchess is here to partner with you in addressing the emerging challenges to efficient procurement. We make use of advanced sourcing methods, based on continuous market research in our procurement services. Our operations cover both the local and global terrain.

Our extensive local and international network of relationships and strategic partnerships positions us as your gateway and dependable partner to procure industrial materials, innovative technology, and heavy-duty equipment & machinery that you require for your personal and business needs. We source ship and deliver to your doorstep. Ronchess is a specialised and major distributor in the procurement and installation of road safety and highway equipment.

Over the years, our project executives and partners have accumulated significant experience in the art of understanding the unique needs of our clients and proffering bespoke solutions, developing feasible project plans, mobilizing the necessary and relevant resources from around the globe, as well as executing projects according to predetermined objectives.

These and many more are what you get from engaging with Ronchess.
Construction

“Good buildings come from good people, and all problems are solved by good design.”

– Stephen Gardiner

Ronchess as an engineering and construction company has the mandate to deliver excellence and client satisfaction consistently, and therefore, we focus on areas of service where we have proven expertise and a solid track record.

Our footprint in the construction industry cut across the country as we have executed large and complex infrastructure development projects for various State Governments as well as private sector clients. We have partnered with State Governments in bridging the infrastructural gap and sustainably connecting communities to create the required developmental value.

Our construction works cover the following infrastructure:

- Public and commercial buildings
- Road and civil works
- Modern bus shelters
- View fence, and
- Bridges
Road and Civil Works

We provide leading industry expertise and approach in the design, renovation, upgrade, re-development, and construction of all kinds of roads in all kinds of terrain. We have demonstrated this expertise on various road projects across the country; using the best technical know-how, modern machinery, top quality materials as well as a dedicated team of professional that execute projects with the end in mind. We build and deliver world-class roads that are solid, durable, and can stand the test of time.

Our planners, engineers, architects, analysts, project supervisors, facilities managers and builders, have the technical capabilities to handle all types of large and complex road and structural infrastructure development from design to completion. Our project management approach is top-notch, we focus on quality control at all stages of the infrastructure development, delivering projects that align with the interest of our clients, the communities we serve and environmentally sustainable.

Public and Commercial Buildings

At Ronchess, we construct municipal, public and commercial buildings such as shopping mall, secretariat, office complexes, residential estate, stadiums etc. We have the expertise to handle all stages of building projects; from conceptualization and design, to construction, civil works and project management.
View-Fence Installations

In public and private space and infrastructure planning, fencing is an important consideration to improve the visual quality, character and security within the surrounding environment. At Ronchess, our focus is on quality and durability - we use the best materials to construct our view fence, delivering result on schedule and under budget.

Modern Bus Shelters

We design and construct bespoke modern bus shelters made with durable sustainable materials. Our bus shelters help identify designated bus-stops along traffic routes, protect the citizenry from harsh weather conditions, and give aesthetic qualities to the environment.
Our Project Dashboard
Our most recent projects

Dualization and Transformation/Junction Improvement of Essence Intersection on Sultan Road, Kaduna State (Urban Renewal Project)
Construction and Dualization of 7.9KM Wusasa Danmagaji-Nagoyi to River Galma Bridge Road with Cloverleaf Interchange and Bridge connection (Urban Renewal Project)
Construction and Dualization of 4.1KM Isa-Kaita Road, Kaduna State (Urban Renewal Project)
Construction and Dualization of 2.8KM Sultan Road, Kaduna State (Urban Renewal Project)
Reconstruction and Complete Transformation of 5.2KM Sabon Tasha-Pan Drive Road, Kaduna South LG (Urban Renewal Project)
Construction and Dualization of 0.32KM Waziri Maccido Road in Zaria, Kaduna (Urban Renewal Project)
Re-Modelling of Murtala Square, Kaduna State (Kaduna Market Development Project)
Reconstruction of Sokoto Bank Road and Junction Improvement Project

Some of our older projects

Kaduna State

Delta State Road Construction

Kaduna State

Kaduna State

Delta State
Traffic Solutions

Our bouquet of traffic solutions include:

- Road Marking
- Traffic Control and Safety Devices (Traffic Lights)
- Road Signs
- Solar and Non-Solar Street Lights
- Traffic Management Systems (Intelligent Traffic Data Collection Systems)
- Consultancy & Training
Road Marking

Road marking is a modern means of controlling and guiding vehicular and pedestrian traffic on the road. They are used to delineate traffic lanes, to inform motorists and pedestrians on traffic directional flow, to alert drivers of intersections, and to indicate regulations for parking and stopping on the road.

Ronchess revolutionize road marking in the country and has worked with various State Governments on this basis. The Company has executed several road surface marking projects in different parts of Nigeria and have handled such projects from planning to conceptualization and design stage, to actual execution and installation. With our level of proficiency, we can determine the best road marking material or paint (Thermoplastic, High Build water borne paint, EPS series, Alkyd, Cold Plastic etc.) that is appropriate for different roads (Asphalt, concrete, paving stone, airport runways, and sea-port terminals) based on the peculiarities and features of the road surface.

We are sole partner and distributor of global market leaders and manufacturers of road marking and safety materials and products in sub-saharan Africa. All products are manufactured according to ISO 9001:2008 standards and quality rating - within ISO 14001 environmental conditions.
Traffic Control and Safety Devices (Traffic Lights)

We supply and install traffic lights/traffic control signals as signaling devices at road intersections, pedestrian crossings and other locations to decongest and control competing flows of traffic and also ensure the safety of all road users. We provide the required advice to our clients on the best traffic lights to install based on our deep experience in the industry and market intelligence.

For our numerous clients, we recommend L.E.D (Light Emitting Diode) traffic lights, the very latest technology in the industry, as it consumes less power, reduces the amount of energy used by 85-90% compared to traditional incandescent lighting. In addition, the average life of the L.E.D lamps is 5-7 years, significantly representing lower annual replacement and maintenance costs over incandescent traffic lights.

Based on our environmental sustainability objective, we power our traffic light projects using proven green and renewable energy, which is environmentally friendly.
Road Signs

We supply and install a wide range of road signs that come in all sizes of the Nigerian Traffic Code including diamond grade sheeting and high intensity signs, and solar traffic signs that come 40mm thick with diameters of 600mm. Our traffic signs are affordable, durable and highly visible to drivers, cyclists and pedestrians.

Solar and Non-Solar Street lights

We supply and install all types of street lights with features such as: high luminous intensity, low maintenance cost and 99% availability, automatically adjust to the environment, scratch-resistance, self-regulated and Self-wipe, high quality reflective solar panel to maximize sun absorption, 12 hours operating time (with full charge), and 6 years of battery life.

Saving cost for our clients is very important to us at Ronchess, which is why we go for the best innovative products in the market to proffer sustainable and value-adding solutions to our clients.
Traffic Management Systems
(Intelligent Traffic Data Collection Systems)

At Ronchess, we constantly seek solutions to decongest and facilitate smooth flow of traffic. We have the expertise to design and set up intelligent traffic data collection systems that monitor and collect traffic data. This data provides real-time and accurate information (volume, frequency types and flow of vehicles, and pedestrians) that can be used for traffic analysis, planning of road network expansion, creation of commercially viable BRT and light rail systems, parking zones, outdoor signage and billboards, shopping malls and offices, and overall community development.

Consultancy & Training

Ronchess provides consultancy and training services in Traffic Management and Driver Education & Road Safety.

Our traffic management consultancy services cover the entire grid of highly specialized traffic impact assessment, technical analysis and reporting on the influence of urban development projects such as residential housing estates, construction of large public buildings and facilities like stadiums, airports, churches, event centers, car parks; and commercial buildings like shopping malls, office complexes, banks and hotels; we measure and evaluate the impact of these construction projects on the roads with graphic probabilities and simulation of the areas and ways they will affect vehicular and pedestrian traffic if and when they are built. Traffic impact assessment is a norm in any modern society and a necessity for a developing nation, as it aids government to plan and make effective decisions that promote and protect public order and safety.

Our driver education and road safety training and orientation services, using 3D simulations on various media platforms, are designed to educate road users on traffic regulations, interpretation of traffic signs and road markings; as well as inculcate proper road habits. We also train traffic management officers in hands on management skills in the design of traffic flow patterns, operational functions of controllers, GPS, Sequence and Segment, etc.
Industrial Material & Equipment Procurement

Our procurement services cover the following:

- Industrial Materials Procurement
- Heavy Duty Equipment & Vehicles

Our extensive local and international network of relationships positions us as your gateway and dependable partner to procure industrial materials, technology and heavy-duty equipment and machinery that you need for personal and business needs. From sourcing to shipping and to delivery to your doorstep, we remain your go-to partner.

We make use of advanced sourcing methods based on continuous market research in our procurement services. Our operations cover both the local and global terrain. RGR PLC is a specialized and major distributor in the procurement and installation of road safety and highway equipment.
Some of our projects

Some of our Clientele

Ronchess Global Resources Plc. Proudly building Nigeria’s future
Ronchess Global Resources Plc. is committed to the safety of employees, contractors and the general public. We recognize that providing and integrating a sound environmental, health and safety program into our business is key to our success.

Our HSE policy at Rochess includes:

Safety in operations, materials, men and the environment shall be vigorously pursued by the management, supervisors and all employees in all undertakings. Management totally accepts its legal, human and societal obligations as conferred on it, as an employer of labour.

Every necessary step shall be taken to safeguard the health and safety of our workers, consultants and sub-contractors including other third parties who may not be immediately connected with our operations. Our obligations shall not be hampered by cost considerations for we believe that the only way to efficient operations is through safe operations.

All supervisory cadre shall be accountable for the safety behaviour of staff under their charge. Positive attitudes to safety shall be rewarded while repeated negative inclinations shall be frowned upon and consciously discouraged. Training of subordinate staff shall be the duty of supervisors while management will give the necessary back up for effective leverage.

It shall be the duty of all employees to positively influence the safety behaviour of their colleagues. In this regard, every one of us owes it as a duty to ensure that the safety and health of all is not jeopardized through any acts of omission or commission.

Physical infrastructures necessary for employee’s personal protection shall be provided for use as required. Only persons who are certified swimmers shall be deployed to water borne operations.

All employees, consultants and sub-contractors shall ensure total adherence to this Policy as any willful violation or neglect may attract correctional measures and disciplinary actions in accordance with the Company’s policies.

Your co-operation is required to bring this Policy to fruition.

We shall continuously make update to the Policy as and when required.
We Look Forward To Working With You

- Construction
- Traffic Solutions
- Industrial Material & Equipment Procurement
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We’re partners for progress, delivering quality in road construction, traffic solutions and industrial procurement for today and tomorrow. Let’s work together.

GET IN TOUCH

Ronchess Global Resources PLC.

Head Office:
179A, Moshood Olugbani Street,
Victoria Island, Lagos State, Nigeria

Branch Office:
3, Bank Road,
Kaduna State, Nigeria

Ronchess International LLC
1, Penn Plaza, Suite 3427, New York 10119

+234 (0)802 502 1417
+234 (0)703 545 0117
+1 (212) 655 0533 (USA)

info@ronchessglobal.com

www.ronchessglobal.com